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CACHOEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRASIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS 

When souls gather in prayer, hoping to find God again, and in Him the answers to their deepest
questions, there, children, God manifests Himself among them. Through the silent air, through the
Breath of His Holy Spirit, He touches hearts and liberates them from their most deeply rooted sins,
from their oldest errors.

Today I am here, responding to a Greater Will, to gather into My Heart the offering of the serving
souls.

I am here to receive the fruits of lives of surrender from those who throughout their existence have
aspired to the service of the Plan of God and His Higher Will, and who today, even with their
limitations, continue living this surrender and will live it until their last breath.

The planet still lives in the law of duality, just like this universe. And this law requires balance so
that souls continue to have the opportunity to evolve.

Therefore, children, service, sacrifice, self-giving and even suffering, when experienced with
consciousness, are still instruments that balance the laws, that place upon the scales of the Divine
Laws the merits to transform indifference, ignorance, lack of love and selfishness, which are great
evils that keep humanity away from the Heart of God.

I tell you this so that you understand that life will always have its value. Your offerings will always
have incalculable value before God, and even prostrate on a bed or with different physical, internal
and spiritual limitations, whenever you make of your lives an offering to God, they will always be
for the Father a reason for hope, for balance; they will always generate merits for the rescue of
souls, even if no one sees them and if their surrender is deeply silent.

That is why I am here, so that you may remember that life never loses its value. It is sacred until
your last breath, and will continue to be even more sacred when you know the universes that exist
beyond the material dimension.

Today I come to thank the silent offering of the serving souls, of those who dedicate and will
always dedicate their lives to God and to others, because it is through their souls that the Father
finds the opportunity to continue renewing His Love and His Creation.

Receive My blessing and My peace.

Receive the gratitude that emanates from My Chaste Heart and that touches you so that you may
rediscover the Purpose of living and serving silently.

You have My blessing for this.

Your father and friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


